**CLIIP AND SAVE INSTRUCTIONS:**

Excessive force is not necessary. Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be reattached if separation does occur.

**CHALLENGE LEVEL OF ROBOT CONVERSION**

- Basic
- Intermediate
- Advanced
- Expert

**MAXIMALTM SONARTM**

**FUNCTION: AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE**

The dangerous covert experiments carried out by Megatron have created an elusive, powerful ally for the heroes. Maximal, better known as Sonar, has been built from the Mark II Decepticon parts. Sonar's dual passwords allow unmatched strength and mobility. When combined with a fiery, almost unpredictable personality, Sonar makes a formidable enemy and a somewhat unpredictable ally. Much to his shock, Megatron has unintentionally created the finest enemy the Maximal system ever had to face — the greatest enemy he has ever faced — Sonar!

**CHALLENGE LEVEL OF ROBOT CONVERSION**

- Basic
- Intermediate
- Advanced
- Expert

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Lower legs to stand. Tail Cover
2. Wings
3a. Lower tail section and lift body legs as shown. Push legs up through legs.
3b. Fat section
4. Robot Head
5. Bottom around. Robot tail section to become more
6. Bat Arms &
   - Wings

*Rotate the end of the page to convert back into robot mode.*